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Campus handles
student increase
Increased enrollment has put a
strain on the departments at OCE
and several new class sections

majors are assisting with the
activity courses.

have had to be set up to ac
commodate the extra population.
Among the changes which have
had to be made are additions to
loads for faculty members, the
addition of part time instuctional
personnel and increased hours
fnr oart time personnel already
working at OCE.
Enrollment was up 6.4 per cent
from last year as of Friday, Oct.
10, according to the Registrar's
office, the break down looks like
this:
^ct«
1975
1974
change
1460
1304
+12.0
Men
Women
1741
1704
+ 2.1
3201
3008
+ 6.4
Total
Freshmen 613
560
+ 9.5
Graduates 489
429
+14.0
Officials figures for fall term
will be calculated and sent to the
chancellor's office Friday, Oct.

Humanities
Once again, the freshmen are
causing the biggest problems.
Four sections of English Com
position 121 have been added and
one first year Spanish section has
been added. Enrollment is up
all modern language classes.

24-

Each department chairman
has had to make adjustments in
scheduling and faculty load.
Art
Enrollment in art classes is
only a few less than in the peak
year of 1971, when 1,041 were
enrolled. In 1971 the depart
mental instructional full time
enrollment (FTE) was 11.5. This
year the department is handling
a comparable number of students
with an FTE of only 9.5 and is.
offering 34 sections of art.
Psychology
| The big burden on the
psychology department has been
in the lower division General
Psychology classes. Three new
sections have been added to
accomodate the
increased
freshman
and
sophomore
enrollments.
Health and PE
Six activity classes and a
Personal Health section have
been added to the health and PE
department. In addition, senior

Music
A section in Basic Musician
ship has been added, as has a
section in upper division Fun
damentals for elementary music
majors. Part time instructors are
handling additonal students in
most areas of Performance
Studies.
Natural Sciences and Math
Three sections of Math 95,
three of Math 101, one of Math 121:
and one of Math 200 have been
added, yet teaching loads remain
heavy. Labs have been added for
most science courses.
Social Science
Most staff members have had
to take on extra classes, with
some teaching five classes
instead of the usual four.
Department chairman Paul
Griffin is teaching four, although
he usually only teaches two.
Part time instructors who have
been added to meet the new
demand include Carol Bauman,
Salem; Miriam Bednarz, Salem;
Jo Anne Brandhorst, Monmouth ;
Janet Gritzner, Monmouth;
Susan Hagedorn, Corvallis;
Barbara Kratochvil, Salem;
Kevin Lee, Salem; Aminta
Locatelli, Corvallis; Sarah
McCabe, Salem; Carol Shay
Salem; Doris Volk, Corvallis.
Instruction time was increased
for the following instructors: Pat
Conway, John Doan, Mary
Johnson, Mary Levenspiel, Adam
Miller, Maurine Phelps, Bernard
Regier and Lorene Reierson.

Lamron photo by Daryl Bonitz

THE WATSON HOUSE, formerly the People PJace, has now been designated as the Odd Squad
(Academic re-entry people) headquarters and loun fe area. All new or returning students that are
over age 25 are welcome to drop by.

Faculty to vote on bargaining
After a long and patiencetrying wait, the OCE faculty will
vote Tuesday on whether or not it
wishes to be represented by a
collective bargaining unit. Yet
even though the vote seems to
have been a long time in coming,
OCE will be the first campus in
the state, other than Southern
Oregon State College, to hold
such a vote.
OCE has managed to schedule
its vote before the other three
major universities, University of
Oregon, Oregon State and Por
tland State, due to excellent
cooperation between the various
sectors involved.
Those sectors include three
groups hoping to become OCE's
bargaining unit and the OCE
administration. The three units
working to win the confidence of
the OCE faculty are the

American Federation of Teach
ers, represented on campus by
Sandra
Sessom,
assistant
professor of humanities; Oregon
State Employes Association,
represented by Roger Kershner,
education professor; and Amer
ican Association of University
Professors, represented by Sam
Anderson, history professor.
Those units and the ad
ministration
came
to
an
agreement on who would be in
cluded in the bargaining unit.
That agreement excludes OCE
department chairmen. This is
what has facilitated the early
vote on campus. Larger cam
puses have not yet started this
procedure of selecting members
because they have found it
necessary
to
hold
formal
hearings for the selection rather
than doing it rather informally,
as OCE did.

The voting will be conducted by
the Oregon Employee Relations
Board (OERB), formerly the
Public Employe Relations Board.
Balloting will be held in the
College Center Willamette Room
from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and
from l p.m. to 4 p.m.
The ballot itself will be divided
into two parts. The first part
deals only with the decision to
have or not to have a bargaining
unit. The second half of the ballot
is to select a unit from the three
units vying for the role.
Tallying of the ballots will
begin Tuesday evening under the
direction of Roy Edwards, OERB
representative. The Lamron will
report the results next week,
provided it receives the statistics
before the paper goes to
press.
(See related story, p. 3)

Three candidates selected for Administrative Officer

ass***
Laiflf

The ASOCE Executive Board narrowed the
field of applicants for Administrative Officer
down to three after reviewing the candidates last
Monday. Sherri George, Brian and Don Spiegel
will be recommended to the senate for the
position. One of those three will be voted into
office by the senate Monday.
Sherri George, a junior in elementary
education, said that working as Administrative
Officer would be a good way to become
acquainted with student government. She said
although she has a limited background in student
government, she is an interested and responsible
student.
Brian Knutson is a sophomore majoring in
history. Most of his student governmentexperience comes from high school activities.
He said that he felt he was especially ex
perienced in the organizational processes.
Don Spiegel is also a junior in elementary
education. His experience in student government
is great, but ,as he said, diversified. He feels that
as Administrative Officer he will be able to settle
down and work for specific things.

Students outraged

Estate Builders requires
•

by DENA MINATO
Lamron Staff
"It's a rip-off."
"The students that are renting
are getting screwed."
"Seventy-five bucks! What do
you think my opinion is?"
The above are a few of the
comments expressed by renters
and managers of apartments in
Monmouth controlled by Estate
Builders of Oregon, Inc. when
asked what they thought about
the new policies enforced by the
company this year.
Of the new policies, the most
controversial is a required $75
non-refundable cleaning fee.
Checking around town with
renters and managers, various
reasons for the nonrefundable fee
were given. Most felt that the
company didn't give anybody any
complete reasons but instead
gave them the runaround when
asked.
^
One couple who were recently
fired from their managing
position by Estate Builders felt
that part of the reason for doing
away with
the refundable
cleaning deposit was eliminating
the hassle that went along with it.
Estate Builders, according to
the couple, rarely refunded the
deposit within the thirty day
limit, which resulted in the
company getting much deserved
complaints. Some students even
took the company to court for
ignoring the limit.
One of these students explained
that he was awarded $85 -- $50
deposit and $35 damages. He said
that if he would have said exactly
what he wanted, he could have
gotten court costs also. A
representative
from
Estate
Builders told this student that it
was because of these hassles that
they were doing away with a
refundable deposit.
The couple who have lost their
job explained the reaction they
got from tenants when they were
told of the new policies. After
sending out approximately forty
letters to tenants previously
expressing the desire to return
explaining the policies, the
couple received five replies.
The people were, to put it
mildly, irate. They wanted to
know where the money was going
and, being quite frank, the couple
didn't know what to tell them.
They felt that Estate Builders
wanted them to give their tenants
the runaround and they just
couldn't do it.
Because the couple sym
pathized with the tenants and
encouraged them to call Estate
Builders with their complaints,
they felt they were not favorite
employes of the company. They
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Some renters have said they
were going to throw big parties
the night before they moved out
because they weren't going to get
any money back no matter what
the apartment looked like. One
renter, half seriously, claimed he
was
going
to
take
the
refrigerator.
One particular manager, when
asked about the possibility of
renters leaving the apartments
extremely messy and damaged,
commented that she didn't feel
the threats to do so were much of
a problem. She feels that some
people would leave an apartment
uncleaned even if the fee was
refundable, while other people
take pride in leaving their
apartment reasonably clean.
The couple that was recently
fired disagree. They said they
wouldn't blame people for
leaving the place a mess. They
don't feel students should have to
leave the place clean after paying
such a high cleaning fee which
they won't get back.
Two female renters in an
apartment in a unit controlled by
Estate Builders, told of their
encounter with the company,
which reflects the problems
many renters may have or will
encounter.
One girl had notified the
company that she would be
moving in on September 15.
Having reserved an unfurnished
apartment, she was shocked
when she unlocked the door to

find a room full of furniture.
In addition the walls were
dirty, the carpet was torn, the
place stunk, and the bathroom
plumbing leaked. In general the
place was a
a "real
"real mess,
mess, ac
according to the two OCE students.
Upon complaining, the girl was
asked to move in the following
week. Having brought five
truckloads down to move in, she
hardly wanted to drive back
home only to make the trip again
in a week.
The girls' roommate called
Estate Builders seven times, only
to get a run-around every time.
She would leave messages to
have the representative call her
back, but never heard from him.
By this time both girls were fed
up and the father of one was
pretty mad. He called the
company and got an answering
service, with whom he left a
message. He got a little more
response than his daughter did ~
the company called back collect.

By KIM CARTER
Lamron staff
"We would like to emphasize
the special relationship between
fathers and their sons or
daughters," said Lisa Klammer,
Dad's Day Chairman, about the
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The father laid it on the line to
the company. He said his
daughter and her roommate
would not pay their rent until the
apartment
was
thoroughly
cleaned up.
A man was sent to work on the
apartment -- work which included
exterminating the fleas which
had infested the apartment.
However, he would not go to any
other apartment to do similar
work.

refundable cleaning fee...

These two girls are getting
some response, but only after
raising the roof and causing somt
trouble. They feel that is the only
way students can do anything
about it. "We're putting up 2
fight," they stated.
They would like to organizes
Tenant's Union here in Mor,
mouth. Many people are ex
periencing similar problems, bit
aren't doing anything about it
and these two would like to gt
student renters together.
Students affected by thes;
problems are all in the mi
boat. They have to have a placet
live and with housing as scarce at
it is in Monmouth, they oftej
have to settle for an apartmel
controlled by this company.
Instating the non-refundabl
fee is legal. However, accordint
to OSPIRG's pamphlet, "If p
pay
a
cleaning
fee (j
nonrefundable deposit) the plat
must really be clean and youaf
not responsible for leaving it tfe
clean when you leave." Mar
students
are
finding the
apartments are not clean andar
being told they must clean t
before they leave.
I
If students really are getfc'.
"ripped off," then somethir
should be done. Perhaps t| |
Tenant's Union is a good start (
making their needs and deman
known to the Estate Builde (
Company of Oregon and gettl
something done besides cor (
plaining.
j

Dad's Day filled with activities
for fathers and daughter, sons

There are no finer
diamond rings

October 15 thru 19

-

you

Well a letter...Far outI

added that this was probably the
reason they were fired, despite
the reasons they were given.
Having worked for Estate
Builders before, the couple
claimed that the company
changes their policies all the
time. They added that rarely are
sufficient reasons for the changes
given.
So far this year, people have
come to the door of this young
couple and asked if the apart
ments are owned by Estate
Builders and upon finding out
they are say "forget it."
The overall opinion of this
particular couple is that Estate
Builders want to be far removed
and try to remain distant from
the actual problems. Their ad
vice to students is to get an
OSPIRG Renter's Handbook and
become aware of their rights.
After doing so, stick up for them
even if it means creating trouble.
Another
manager
of
an
apartment controlled by Estate
Builders did not strike out
against the company quite so
harshly. She feels that they in
stigated the fee because they
were tired of the apartments not
being cleaned thoroughly and
that it was too much of a
headache to refund the money.
Supposedly the apartments
were to be professionally cleaned
before school started. However,
because all the apartments in
town were being cleaned, help
was short and many managers
ended up doing the work them
selves.
She also suggested that another
reason they may have changed
the policy was to prevent people
from moving around. If a student
has to fork out 75 bucks every
time he moves it will probably
cut down on renters jumping
around.
It may, she added avoid the
problem of people skipping out on
paying their rent. A renter in her
building disagreed and feels it
may intensify this problem often
faced by apartment managers.

-refundable fee
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upcoming Dad's Day events
planned for October 25. The day
will include various meetings, a
catered noon meal, a football
game and a concert by drummer
Buddy Rich and his Big Band
Machine.
Dad's Day will begin at 8:30
a.m. with registration in the
College Center Main Concourse.
A general meeting will be held in
the Coffee Shop at 9:30 a.m. for
short speeches by Klammer,
Ruth Odegaard Daniels, ASOCE
President, and OCE president
Dr. Leonard Rice.
Members of the Dad's Club will
stay in the coffee shop for a
meeting while the members of
the Mom's Club will go to the
Willamette Room at 10 a.m. At 11
a.m. a "Chalk Talk" will be held
in the New P.E. Gym featuring
Coach McArthur and the football
team. "The Mill" from Dallas
will cater a luncheon in the Coffee
Shop at noon. The menu features
roast beef, potatoes, peas, rolls,
cake and milk or coffee.
After lunch parents can either
watch the football game between
Hle u. Wolves
and
Western
Washington State College at the
stadium or participate in games
m the lower level of the College
Center free of charge.
Each dorm will have individual
activities at 4 p.m. Dinner will be

served in the Food Service
Building at 5 p.m., and Budf
Rich and his band will play nufe
from the Big Band Era at 8 pf
in the New Gym.
Registration
forms 1
available in the College Cw
Prices are $2.00 per person s
the luncheon; $2.50 per person5 (
the dinner at the Food Servjj
Building (no charge for wj
students); $3.50 for adults j;
$3.00 for students for the W
Rich Concert.

The Dad's Club was format
two purposes. First, it forJJ
closer link between the W
and students. The member!
Dad's Club believe that no j
should be more interested in1 \
activities than the fathers off
students.
t

Second,
the
Dad's
provides the funds for nop
scholarships and loans at(
The parents themselves sex
the day to bring in mon^
scholarships; the college hjj
financial role in this. The ™
Club has membership du^
order to provide funds f°r jr
cause of $3 annually or $l0;
life. Contributions are als°i
cepted. Those who contrib^i
or more will receive a I
scription to the Lamron. «
Mom's Day will be held o1!
the spring term. fl

Lai"!

peon Morton:

Dorms still required for freshman
BV

LEEKELLEY
I.amron Staff

and will continue to
°C nlicv requiring freshmen
have a P . either live in the
has

student ^ home
dorinS ainfi to Dean of Students
Af Morton, most beginning
Ja
pn will adapt best to
fresh10'8 e thr0ugh dorm living.
co"eg living calls for a major
Coll<f„,ent on the part of most
ad' students, who are
often
ne#, ,o years old and are living
w
from home for the first
time•
stu<

case Morton feels that
t environment for a new
. is 0ne that contains
some
L
LU^i.

;^srcture that 15

student"°r listed four
basic
M°rtf yhffreshmen should
reaS°" the dorms:
live it's usually less expensive,
'
i student is living at home.
^According to statistics there
2. °
— noxiiiirol rofo" frvr*
•c a "greater survival rate' for
1 Ints living on-campus. The
off-

ss? * m*" ""
i students.

students in
' -al do better academically.
gCf Dorm students get to know
L ,h fpilow students and faculty
•»r and better, and are able to
familiarize themselves with the
campus faster.
also mentioned that
Morton
ee Monmouth is a fairly small
%nity, it would be difficult
immediately absorb a
for it to
influx of students into
sudden
community housing, a situation
that could be created if the fresh
en live-in requirement was

ca

P on-campus

ln

^Another benefit of dorm life are

the fourteen student assistants
(SA's) that are available in the
tans to help beginning fresh
en adjust to college. All SA's
areupperclassmen who have had
experience in dealing with the
college scene.
Among the many problems and
Questions the SA's have to deal
with are: financial problems,
career planning, parental dif
ficulties, how many hours to
carry, what professors to take,
roommate
conflicts
and
loneliness.
"This years SA's,"
said
Morton, "are very capable;

p.m

Clit
?edfl
OCE
3t
y,
as
Dad'
es
- tin

.0 ft

really concerned about their
fellow students."
Dean Judy Osborne also firmlv
supports the policy of requiring
freshmen to live in the dorms
She says that there is a feeling of
"collegeness" that one can only
get by living in the dorms.
Dorm living creates a feeling
for OCE as a part of one's life that
simply is not attainable by
merely attending classes there
and living off-campus, which
makes for a feeling of being
separate from the college, she
said.
She also feels that every
student needs the experience of
living with someone that he's
never met before, and that the
act of getting along with others, a
necessary aspect of dorm life, is
an important quality for people to
learn and improve.
Dorm style living also helps
ease the adjustments necessary
in a young person's first big step
away from home. She sees it as a
kind of intermediate stage bet
ween living at home and living
totally on one's own.
While there may at times be
complaints about dorm food, at
least it is handy and already
prepared and is one less hassle
for the student to worry about.
The practice of paying dorm
expenses per term helps ease the
financial budgeting of having to
come up with rent money at the
end of each month, a situation
which students living in apart
ments must confront, she said.
Osborne said that for most
beginners there were already
enough adjustments to be made
to college life without having to
worry about fixing meals,
monthly rent payments and other
problems that students com
pletely on their own must face.
Osborne would ideally rather
see all freshmen students living
in the dorms by choice rather
than by force. She said, however,
that past students who stayed in
the dorms only because it was
required, often, in looking back,
see their dorm experience as an
important
and
meaningful
contribution to their life.
Speaking of the effect that
dropping the freshmen live-in
policy might have, Osborne
mentioned the case of University
of Oregon, where the live-in

She mentioned the value of
older students who know what it
was like to be a freshman and
dnr^a yCaI °r two the number of who can now help the younger
dorm residents increased back
student. New students often feel
dp to its previous level
more at ease discussing their
As for the SA's, Osborne also
problems with a fellow student
''thevh™t PraiSe' Sayin6 that than with an adult teacher or
my J°b 3 who,e lot
dean.
easier ™
According to Osborne her office

by PAT STIMAC
Assistant editor

Editor's note: This is the second
half of a two-part article on the
collective bargaining conference
sponsored by the OCE Faculty
Senate October 9.
An election October 21 will
decide whether OCE's faculty is
to organize and, if so, who will
represent them as a bargaining
agent. Last week the faculty
senate responded to the needs of
the faculty by presenting a two
hour conference on the subject.
The first half of the conference
was devoted to general remarks
by each of the four main
speakers, Sam Anderson of the
AAUP, Roger Kershner of OSEA,
Sandra Sessom of AFT and
James Gallagher, who was
speaking
against
collective
bargaining.
The conference then turned
into a discussion and question
and
answer
period
that
moderator Dennis Fahey tried in
vain to keep from becoming a
debate.
Bargaining bad in general?
Gallagher was asked in one of
the first questions whether he felt
collective bargaining was bad in
general or just at the institutional
level. He replied saying that he
thought collective bargaining is
all right in general but not at OCE
because the institutions would
loose
too
much
of
the
discretionary power that they
now have. "With collective
bargaining,"
he
said,
"everything has to be specified."
Since Southern Oregon State's
faculty organized last-year many
people are looking to them to see
whether they have benefitted
from
collective
bargaining.

handicapped services club at OCE
If a revolution is defined as
causing change from outside the
system, then two blind under
class/persons are attempting a
minor revolution of sorts on the
OCE campus. Kim Young and
Darian Slayton, residents of
Landers Hall, are trying to
ressurrect the dormant Han
dicapped Student Services Club
(HSSC).
Founded
in
1973
as
a
cooperative work group, the
HSSC suffered last year from
lack of interest. Young and
Slayton hope to generate en
thusiasm for the club, and in turn
alleviate some of the difficulties
faced by handicapped students.
Young cited as examples of
problems,
particularly
to
wheelchair drivers, the untapered curbs along Monmouth
Avenue, and the library, which
offers a ramp to get in and out,
hut an obstacle course of stairs
Inside the building.
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locations,
wheelchair
ramps
have been constructed and some
curbs have been tapered. Both
Young and Slayton feel however,
that more can be done.
The organization is not limited
to just the function of an interest
group. It will also serve as a
social and an educational group,

generally sees only
major
Student problems and she feels
that SA's are instrumental in
helping solve small problems
before they become big ones.
Often, she said, new students
simply need someone to say "It's
ok, you'll get over it," and help
them ease any doubts they might
have.

Bargaining vote set Tuesday

Disadvantaged students try revitalizing

The HSSC has already been
responsible for some changes on
the campus.
Braille
room
lurii numbers can be found in many

iron

saSh^ent W3S dr°PPed- She
said that as a result
tendance did drop for a while, but

and non-handicapped people are
invited to attend meetings.
Anyone interested in the HSSC
can use SPO boxes 15 or 622,
phone number 838-9971, stop in at
the Cottage, or come to the
organizations first meeting at 6
p.m. Oct. 21 in the College Center
Deschutes Room.

Shop

Who will bargain?
Who actually will do the
bargaining and who will plan the
strategy if bargaining is ap
proved was one of the questions
posed. Anderson of the AAUP
said that the bargaining agent is
responsible for picking the team
and deciding upon the tactics.
Kershner said the same thing,
but added that most issues would
be decided by majority vote, not
just by the whim of the
bargaining agent. But it was
pointed out that this vote is after
the fact, meaning that the
bargaining would have already
been done and the faculty would
be voting on whether to accept it
or not.
Sessom of the AFT agreed,
saying that the bargaining agent
would have to be sensitive to the
general feeling before deciding
upon anything. They also pointed
out that, in effect, every faculty
member is a bargainer, but some
are not as good as the others.
Gallagher was asked what the
future would be if there is no
collective bargaining. Although
he wasn't really sure, he
suggested that the faculty would
have to have a faculty debate to
decide. He said that the faculty
already has an organ through
which it can work to get the same
benefits as collective bargaining
would get them, meaning the
Faculty Senate.

accepted no matter what hap
pened, but if enough people didn't
like it they could reject the
contract
and
replace
the
bargaining agent. After that
statement a faculty member said
that there seemed to be a greater
degree of
inflexibility with
collective bargaining, to which
there was no reply.
As far as students being in
volved
in
the
collective
bargaining process Kershner
said "students are the essence of
this process." He added that the
faculty has learned the value of
the students contributions and
that OSEA would encourage their
participation. Anderson agreed
and Sessom said that as of now
the students are an unknown
quantity but that "students are
why we are here."
"Starting at zero"
One concern that Gallagher
raised, and that many faculty
members were interested in, was
whether
or
not
collective
bargaining would begin with the
faculty having no rights or with
the faculty having the same
rights they have now. Gallagher
said he understood it would be
"starting at zero."
Anderson said that although
every faculty right could possibly
be bargained away, faculty
policy developed over the years
would certainly be part of the
bargaining package, meaning
that things the faculty already
has, such as tenure, would not be
given up. Kershner said this is
what happened at SOSC and that
none of their original rights were
given up.
Faculty gains, students pay

The question was raised
whether students will have to pay
more if the faculty wins rights
"The Faculty Senate has been and pay increases. Anderson said
gutless on these issues so far," he that the burden of paying the
said. "That is unfortunate, but it increases would probably go to
still can and still should be able to the taxpayer. Kershner said that
handle it." He also said that using some taxpayer is paying more for
the senate is better than the other "liquor and tobacco than for
alternative, collective bargain- education right now." Sessom
ing.
pointed out that the cost of the
At this point the discussion negotiations would be going to the
finally began getting down to faculty.
what many of the faculty
As Gallagher pointed out, the
members seemed interested in. discussion was just getting down
Counselor Bill Venema asked to the real issues of collective
whether the number excluded bargaining when it was called to
from collective bargaining at this a halt by moderator Fahey
time,
such
as
department because it was getting late. Many
chairmen or program directors, of the faculty seemed disap
would be increased or decreased pointed but the discussion ended,
in the future. Sessom explained already a half-hour longer than
that the current number was scheduled. Fahey urged any
decided by all three units and the faculty member who still had
administration, but added that it questions to get in touch with
can be changed at any time.
either Anderson, Sessom, Ker
Anderson said that the AAUP's shner or Gallagher and urged
position was to be as inclusive as everybody to vote, one way or the
possible, including department other, next Tuesday.
chairmen, but that it didn't work
out that way. Kershner, too, said
that OSEA wanted to be allApplications from men and
inclusive, excluding only those
excluded by law, but didn t women for employment as state
police summer cadets will be
succeed on that issue.
accepted until Nov. 30 by the
An individuals recourse
Department of State Police, 107
A question was asked regar Public Service Building, Salem
ding what recourse an individual 97310 or any local office of the
has if he doesn't like the state police. Employment will be
bargaining done by the agent. from early June through the
Anderson said that it would be a Labor Day weekend next sum
political process. The bargaining, mer. The salary will be $703 per
he said, would not be totally month.
"Faculty senate gutless"

Cadets accepted

Fresh Flowers and Plant
Arrangements Made to Please You

'Say it with flowers -- Ours"
Evening Calls Welcome
415 11th S t . , Independence

838-0806
ptwirmwuuuorwimLii h h mora Mwwu m n i

OSEA's Kershner said there was
actually very little difference at
the institutional level, but as one
teacher pointed out, it really
hasn't had enough time to
develop and it won't be until the
next session , that we are able to
see some legitimate results.
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Bargaining benefits
outweight problems
H i s t o r y will b e m a d e a t O C E n e x t T u e s d a y w h e n t h e
f a c u l t y v o t e s w h e t h e r o r n o t t o p a r t i c i p a t e in c o l l e c t i v e
b a r g a i n i n g o n t h i s c a m p u s . T h e d e c i s i o n will n o t o n l y b e
s i g n i f i c a n t in t e r m s of i t s e f f e c t o n t h i s c a m p u s , b u t t h e
e y e s of e d u c a t o r s a c r o s s t h e s t a t e will b e o n u s , b e c a u s e
O C E will b e t h e f i r s t c a m p u s in t h e s t a t e t o hold s u c h a
vote. (Although Southern Oregon State is already par
t i c i p a t i n g in c o l l e c t i v e b a r g a i n i n g t h e y a r e o r g a n i z e d
differently.)
Dr. Sam Anderson, history professor, made perhaps
the most penetrating statement concerning bargaining.
" T h e m o s t c r i t i c a l q u e s t i o n i s l e s s w h o will r e p r e s e n t
t h e O C E f a c u l t y , b u t m o r e w h e t h e r w e will b a r g a i n o r
not," he said.
T h e L a m r o n d o e s n o t w i s h t o e n d o r s e a n y of t h e
b a r g a i n i n g u n i t s , e i t h e r t h e A m e r i c a n A s s o c i a t i o n of
U n i v e r s i t y P r o f e s s o r s , t h e A m e r i c a n F e d e r a t i o n of
Teachers or the Oregon State Employes Association. We
realize that the bargaining unit could later have a great
e f f e c t o n t h e p r o g r e s s of t h e b a r g a i n i n g , b u t a t t h i s p o i n t
it i s i m p o s s i b l e t o tell w h i c h w o u l d b e t h e m o s t
b e n e f i c i a l . All t h r e e u n i t s h a v e p r o v e d t h e i r e f 
f e c t i v e n e s s in o r g a n i z a t i o n o n d i f f e r e n t l e v e l s in t h e
past, and we must agree with Anderson that the im
portant thing is getting bargaining started.
S o m e h a v e s u g g e s t e d t h a t b a r g a i n i n g will c a u s e
factionalism on campus. The faculty, however, has been
very mature during the debates preceding the vote, and
w e b e l i e v e i t will c o n t i n u e t o b e a f t e r t h e s e l e c t i o n of a
u n i t , if o n e i s s e l e c t e d .
C o l l e c t i v e b a r g a i n i n g c o u l d b e of g r e a t b e n e f i t t o t h e
campus, and so we urge faculty members to vote yes for
bargaining, even though we do not recommend any
particular unit.
If h a n d l e d in t h e r i g h t w a y , b a r g a i n i n g c o u l d g a i n
m a n y n e e d e d r i g h t s f o r t h e f a c u l t y . T h e n e e d f o r s o m e of
those rights has been brought about by the current
economic situation. The faculty must meet the same
rising costs as others and deserves the right to organize
and lobby for salary increases as much as any other
group.
Furthermore, the bargaining could help clarify such
i s s u e s a s w o r k i n g c o n d i t i o n s , w h i c h h a v e until t h i s t i m e
b e e n m o s t l y a m a t t e r of d i s c r e t i o n a r y d e c i s i o n . T h e s e
decisions have not been overbearing, yet it would be
b e t t e r f o r a l l c o n c e r n e d if s p e c i f i c g u i d e l i h e s w e r e l a i d
down. Some have said these guidelines could lead to an
e r o s i o n in t h e q u a l i t y of i n s t r u c t i o n . T h e q u a l i t y of
instruction, however, depends on the individual
p r o f e s s o r s , n o t u p o n a n y r u l e s s e t u p in a b a r g a i n i n g
session.
T h e i s s u e of b a r g a i n i n g h a s m y r i a d v i e w p o i n t s , a n d
o n e a r e a of p a r t i c u l a r c o n c e r n i s t h e r o l e of t h e s t u d e n t .
O r e g o n ' s l a w c o n c e r n i n g t h e r o l e of s t u d e n t s i s v e r y
p r o g r e s s i v e in c o m p a r i s o n w i t h t h e l a w s of o t h e r s t a t e s .
We unfortunately have the feeling it may not live up to
all the publicity.
T h e s t u d e n t s o b v i o u s l y d e s e r v e t o p l a y a t h i r d p a r t in
t h e p r o c e s s . T h e y a r e t h e o n e s w h o will b e a f f e c t e d b y
c h a n g i n g w o r k c o n d i t i o n s , s u c h a s c h a n g e s in l o a d s ,
w h i c h c o u l d n e c e s s i t a t e o f f e r i n g f e w e r s e c t i o n s of e a c h
class or hiring more faculty.
T h e l a w s a y s t h a t t h r e e s t u d e n t r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s will
p a r t i c i p a t e in t h e b a r g a i n i n g s e s s i o n s a t e a c h c a m p u s
a n d s h a l l h a v e a c c e s s t o t h e t r a n s c r i p t s of s e s s i o n s . B u t
a s g o o d a s t h i s l o o k s o n p a p e r , t h e a m o u n t of i n f l u e n c e
s t u d e n t s will h a v e will d e p e n d o n h o w c l o s e l y a d 
ministrators and faculty are willing to listen to them.
F o r t a l k i s t h e o n l y tool t h e s t u d e n t s c u r r e n t l y h a v e -t h e y will n o t b e a l l o w e d t o v o t e o n t h e t i n a l c o n t r a c t a n d
c a n b e k e p t off c o m m i t t e e s d e c i d i n g w h i c h i s s u e s will b e
negotiated.
The OCE Lamron is a student newspaper published at noon Thursdays except during
exam week and vacation periods fall, winter and spring terms. The Lamron is not
published during summer session. The Lamron is published by the Associated Students of
Oregon College of Education and printed-by the Polk County Itemizer Observer.
The editorial columns of the Lamron represent the opinion of the newspaper's editors
The Lamron represents no faction of this college, the college itself or its student body.
Letters submitted to the editor must carry the signature and address of the writer. Letters
should be no longer than 300 words, typewritten on one side of page and double spaced
Anonymous'letters will not be accepted All letters are subject to abridgement. Under
most circumstances thank you letters and poetry will not be published.
Nme month subscription rate is S3.50.
Address College Center, Monmouth, Ore. 97361. Telephone 838 1171 or 838 1220 ext. 347.
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-Campus forum
Police cooperation, justice needed
To The Editor :
Where is the largest pot plant in
Monmouth? The dorms? No! The
fields around town? No! The
police station? Right on. Among
other things, Lt. Ford (acting
police chief) will show you this
lovely plant, confiscated by Sgt.
Detective Lee Miller on a bust
several months ago, or so the
story goes.
What is the Monmouth City
Police Department doing about
community relations? The ridealong program has been can
celled, though it's still possible to
ride with the county sherriff.
Some classes are taught at OCE,
a few talks are given here and
there (clubs, etc.) and a donkey
basketball game benefit for the
FFA is played at Central once a
year.
A new protection program,
including one officer on foot
patrol, has been started and the
number of officers on duty at
night has been increased. Do you
know officers Wells, Gilmore,
Clark, Davis to name a few? Who
does? Why don't the people of
Monmouth know the men who
risk life and limb to protect our
homes and streets from vandals
and degenerates? Do you know
how to reach a police officer after
5 p.m.?
Recently,
I
needed
some
personal information about a
pending court case. After talking
to Lt. Ford, he tried un
successfully to find out the in
formation from the D. A. 's office
in Dallas (somehow the secretary
was out and she was the only one
who kne\^ how to find the in
formation. What happens to the
man who's in jail when he needs
information?
First,
we
need
more
cooperation with the police
department. They need to know
what we want -- we pay the police
through our taxes - and what we
don't want.
For example, in
Berkeley (Calif.) where the city
council is made up of students,
educators and businessmen, the
council told the police not to bust
anyone for smoking marijuana or
public intoxication.
Second, a more efficient,
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responsive justice system is
needed. People have rights to
know what the law says and what
the police department is doing to
enforce threse laws. When a man

New

is charged with a crime, IK
should know (sooner than l|
months after the charge!)
What the hell is happening!!!
D. Lee Miller, Jr.

always
not better

assumption of "an underlying
To the Editor:
As another year is beginning, I wisdom in the recipes for livin(
wonder just how much the that tradition has supplied us
Values and ways of thinkinj
educators of our campus will
that have meant much to thos
change the opinions and values of
incoming students. Many of the before us may be more than jus
profs here at OCE lunge at new
ritualistic
nonsense.
Ne}
and different materials, readily students find themselves los;l
teaching their new-found ideas to
wondering if anything they ha\
often gullible students. If it's been taught in the past was wor"
different, if it's radical, if it is at
while. I think it only fair th(
all logical, lay it on them.
know the often highly thought
Many profs readily state they
wisdom-filled professor can be
are presenting one point of view.
blind, biased man lost in an®
More
than
enough
times,
that sounds good but fails to hoi
however, I have sat through some water.
grossly biased lectures.
In a world that has little left J
As new ideas come we often hold on to I feel it important
readily abandon tradition and its stand firm on those va®
values for the "now" perception morals, and ways of thinking^
of the way it is. P. T. Campbell, have given my life purpose &
president
of
the
American helped many in the past. Chaif
Psychological Association re can be good, but few can perceu
cently was reported by Time as a good change.
saying that we should begin Jon Davis
studying social systems with the 300 Whitesel No. 3

Blood pressure
checked for free
By

JOHN MOSSBARGER
Lamron Staff

High blood pressure is a public
jth problem that should be
H
-r, <1 cgrious
onruhio
taken as
a serious but curable,
D1«uu
Blood
disease- pressure
reening wi'l be conducted for
all OCE employees at^ no charge
5 and 6 in the College
on Novr nter. Any interested OCE
students
may also take ad
vantage of this opportunity to be
hecked for high blood pressure.
C This public service is a result of
state-wide drive to screen all
Legon State employes for the
detection of high blood pressure
and if necessary, offer advice for
correcting
any
problem
discovered.

Members of Dr. Willard
class, "Introduction to
Community & Public Health"
(HE
427) will be trained to
conduct the screening. Dr. Burke
says, "This will satisfy part of the
students' class requirements to
articipate in a public health
service program,
and also
orovide a vitally needed public
service to OCE employes and
interested students."
pr. Burke's students will
receive training in
the use of
blood
pressure
measuring
equipment and how to interpret
results
on Nov. 4. This
training will be conducted by Dr.
Waldi from the American Heart
Association; Dr. Fritz Miller and
Betty Orner, R.N., from the OCE
Student Health Services and a
representative
from the Com
munity Health Services.
The most common type of high
blood pressure is "primary high
blood pressure,"
also called
hypertension. At present, its
cause is unknown and it does not
seem to be related to any other
disease. Although research
scientists do not have the final
answers, they do have a few
leads. The causes may be related
to body chemistry, emotion, or
heredity.
Dr. Miller, of the OCE Student
Health Service, said "At least
10 per cent of the U.S. population
has hypertension, most of whom
do not realize it." Most patients
with high blood pressure have no
unusual symptoms; however,
many may have persistent
headaches, dizziness, fatigue, or
shortness of breath.

Rnrke's

the

Since these symptoms may be
due to other causes, one should
not try to diagnose or treat
symptoms himself; he should see
a doctor. Dr. Miller also added,
When
a
Veteran's
Administration study in 1967
found that when high blood
pressure is treated in time it will
reduce the chance of heart attack
or kidney disease, this created
the impetus to start a public drive
to detect and prevent high blood
pressure."
After the wear and tear of
years of high blood pressure, the
arteries may become hardened,
less elastic and scarred. When
this happens, many parts of the
body may be deprived of needed
blood supply. Doctors look for
signs of damage to three vital
areas of the body: the heart, the
kidneys and the brain. If high
blood pressure is detected and
treated early, damage to the
body, including risk of stroke,
can be dramatically reduced.
Measuring blood pressure is no
mystery and should not be feared
- it does not hurt. Briefly, here is
how the process works: A cuff is
placed snugly around the arm
above the elbow, and the cuff is
then inflated with air to compress
a large artery in the arm. A glass
mercury tube, connected to the
cuff, measures the pressure in
the artery. The maximum
pressure produced by the heart,
when the heart pumps, is called
the systolic pressure. The least
amount in the artery, between
the heart beat, is called the
diastolic pressure.
Pressure is then recorded with
the maximum pressure (systolic)
first and the least amount of
pressure(diastolic) last. For
example, if 120 / 80 is written, 120
is the systolic pressure and 80 is
the diastolic pressure. If high
blood pressure is detected during
the first test, a second test will be
taken a short while later, since
the increased blood pressure may
just be the result of recent
physical exertion.
The importance of this blood
pressure screening should be
realized by all OCE employes and
participation is encouraged,
since it only takes a few
moments.

Lamron photo by Daryl Bonitz

It s the water is one of the 55 entries in the Coos Art Museum's juried exhibition for Oregon
p otographers. The exhibit is currently on display In the College Center.

Student loan program in trouble
by TIM McCOY
Lamron staff
Since 1966 4.5 million American
college students have attended
schools on guaranteed student
loans and as the program enters
its second decade, it is beset with
serious problems. At least that's
what
the
Associated Press
learned last week.
In statements made by Com
missioner of Education Edward
T. York and House Republican
Whip Robert H. Michel of Illinois,
the GSL program, which has
loaned 8 billion dollars, has, at
the same time, lost in excess of
200 million to banks, schools and
other lending institutions. York
says the loss is due to "fraud,
deceptive
advertising
and
husksterism."
A guaranteed loan is granted to
the student by the federal
government on the basis of need,
provided he can make out the
nightmarish
form.
The
maximum amount of money one
can receive in Oregon is $1500 per
school year, or $7500 for four
years if he is an undergraduate.
Interest rates are a uniform
seven per cent on all loans, but if
an
individual
or
family's
Adjusted Gross Family Income is

save the life of a friend with
your blood
at the oco blood drawing
October 28 & 29
college center
October 16, 1975

below $15,000 per year, then no
interest is paid while the in
dividual is still in school. If the
student fails to repay the money
borrowed, Uncle Sam does. And
kindly old Uncle Sam is pretty
angry at giving out what may
eventually cost him 500 million
dollars.
How does this problem affect
OCE? A first glance indicates
that it's no problem here in sunny
Monmouth, but only God and
John Brinegar, OCE's financial
aid director, would know for sure.
When asked about loss of school
money; he stated: "No school in
Oregon loses money, since they
don't assume the role of a lender,
but schools in the other states do
assume those roles, and that
accounts for some of the loss.
The banks make little money
because of the seven per cent
interest rate, but in the end it's
the federal government that
loses."
Brinegar feels that in Oregon
and other states which deal ex
clusively with banks, they are to
blame for many loans that have
defaulted. It is at this point that
one would expect that the
Federal Government could and
would find the delinquent case,
and garnish their wages, but this
is not so, according to Brinegar.
"First of all, the Health,
Education and Welfare depart
ment can't have access to
Internal Revenue Service files,
and secondly, court costs would
be higher than the amount of the
initial loan. In additon, Brin
egar says the government pros
ecutes only those cases it's

sure it can win. A single loss in
the courts would pave the way for
every Government case to lose in
the court."
Are tougher laws inevitable
then? Brinegar relates that "the
possibility always exists. But that
would
come
only
through
Congress. Some of the stricter
laws that apply in other states,
such as limitation of loans from
four to six semesters or making
freshmen ineligible for the GSL
could very easily be enforced
nationwide."
OCE will probably be effected
little in the near future. The state
of Oregon is low on the list for
defaulted student loans, but that
figure is always changing. But
even if the short term effect is
predictable, the long range af
fects are all too uncertain.
If the trend increases, or even
continues at its current rate, the
federal government could easily
establish a more restrictive
criteria, and judging by the FordRockefeller administration it's
not out of the realm of possibility
that the program could be
eliminated entirely, especially in
this era of
inflation budget
cutting. The only purpose this
would serve is Jto slam the door in
the face of a countless number of
students who could use the op
portunity.
Sadly though, Washington has
every right to do it. And in the
final analysis the students who
participated in the GSL program,
particularly the 18 per cent whose
loans were defaulted, must suffer
the consequences of past deci
sions.

Four poetry contests open
Four poetry contests have been
announced for college students
this term.
International Publications is
sponsoring a contest for its
American
Collegiate
Poets
Anthology. Top prizes are $100
first place, $50 second place and
$25 third place. Any student is
eligible.
Poems are to be between three
and 16 lines, and each must have
a separate title. Entries should be
typed double space, on one side of
a sheet, with each entry on a
separate sheet.
Name, home address and
college address of the student
should be typed in the upper lefthand corner.
There is an entry fee of $1 for
the first poem, and 50 cents for
each additional poem. Entrants
are asked to submit no more than
5 poems.

Deadline for the contest is Oct.
25. Entries may be mailed to
International Publication, 4747
Fountain Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif. 90029.
World of Poetry is offering a
grand prize of $1500 in its contest.
Second place is $500. Rules can be
obtained by writing World of
Poetry, 801 Portola Dr., Dept.
211, San Francisco, Calif. 94127.
The contest ends Nov. 30.
National Poetry Press has
announced a Nov. 5 deadline for
its spring poetry contest. Shorter
works are preferred, but any
style is acceptable.
Poems must he typed or
printed on separate sheets, and
must bear the name, home ad
dress and college address of the
student. Manuscripts may he
sent to National Poetry Press,
3210 Selby Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif. 90034.
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Listening room use sags

Campus Calendar
"Airborne" to Play - Barnum Hall is sponsoring a dance Saturday
Oct. 18 in the Old Gym. "Airborne" is the featured group. The dance
begins at 9 p.m. and goes to midnight There is a $1.25 admission
charge.
Faculty Art Exhibited - OCE's art faculty is featured in a display
called "Recent Directions" in Gallery 107 in Campbell Hall. The
gallery is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
show will close Oct. 31. No admission is charged.
Art Show Features Oregonians - An art show featuring 30
photographers from Oregon will be held in the College Center through
Thursday, Nov. 6. There is no admission charge.
Pool Open - The Wolverine Memorial Pool is open for college
recreational swims Monday through Thursday, 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. The
last half hour is used exclusively for lap swimming. All registered
college students are eligible for swims at no cost on these evenings.
Students should bring their own caps.
Plav Tryouts Set - Tryouts are set for two one-act plays, "Whites of
Their Eyes" and "Franklin and the King" The children's plays are
sponsored by the Monmouth-Independence Community Arts
Association and will be directed by Donald Weiss. Rehearsal and
performance schedule will be announced later. Tryouts will be at 2
p.m. Oct. 18 at the old First Baptist Church in Independence. Girls in
their young teens are especially needed.

by JOAN MCCLARY
Lamron Staff
Why is the music listening
room, which is specially designed
for students and which is free,
vacant so many hours of the day?
That is the question Doug
Yates, student activities director,
is trying to answer. Yates is
concerned by the lack of interest
in the music listening room, and
wants to find out why that in
terest is so low.
No one is exactly sure why the
room is vacant as often as it is,
because there is a list of at
tractive features that should be
drawing more students.
First of all, it's a room
providing music, comfortable
seating, pleasant atmosphere
and a recently added color
television, all free of charge for
students.
Music selections range widely.
They include rock, classical,
country western, easy listening,
musical and movie soundtracks
and seasonal records.

Hawk to Speak - The Tuesday, Oct. 21 Natural Science Seminar will
feature Glenn Hawk of the OSU Department of Botany and Plant
Pathology as guest speaker. His topic is "Temperate Forest Com
munities of Taiwan." Coffee and doughnuts will be available.
Everyone is welcome.
ID Cards Replaced - Replacement ID cards may be obtained at the
Educational Media Center each Monday from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. A $1
charge is made for replacement cards.
Movies Scheduled - The Friday, Oct. 17 movie is "Law and Disor
der". It will be shown at 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. Admission is $1. The
Tuesday, Oct. 21 movie is titled "The Great Race." It will be shown at
7p.m. and there is a 50 cent admission charge.
Both movies will be shown in the Coffee Shop of the College Center.
French Club Meets - The French Club, "Le Cercle Francais", will
have a fondue party on Friday, Oct. 17 in the Willamette Room of the
College Center. It will be from noon to 1 p.m. Anyone interested in
France, the French culture or language is invited to attend. There will
be a small donation for the cost of the bread.
Volunteer Bureau Needs People -- The Monmouth-Independence
Volunteer Bureau will be in the College Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 17. Students may sign up tor volunteer work then or call
coordinator Julie Schlobohm at 838-2277. Volunteers are needed as Big
Brothers, Big Sisters, Spanish interpreters, and to work in nutrition,
day care, ecology and publicity. Students are also needed to work with
the retarded and the eldery.
McNary Invites Alumni to Homecoming - McNary High School in
Salem is having Homecoming on Friday, Oct. 17. All alumni are in
vited to attend the activities. The schedule for the day is: 8:40 a.m., an
assembly with a tea following; 7:30 p.m., bonfire; 8:00, game. The
queen s coronation will take place at half time. There is a dance after
the game.
Faculty Evaluation Results Available -- Faculty evaluation results
are now available in the ASOCE offices upstairs in the College Center.
The evaluation was taken last spring term.
OSPIRG to Meet -- OSPIRG will hold a meeting at 3:30 Oct. 16 in the
College Center Wallowa Room. The meeting will deal with safe
housing and rental or tenant concerns.
Basketball Tryouts Set -- For anyone interested in trying out for the
men's basketball team this fall, the next meeting will be at 9 a.m.
Saturday, Nov. 1, in the New PE Gym. For any further details contact
Dr. McCullough, upper level of the NPE building.

Five or more albums are
purchased every month to keep
up with the latest hits. Additional
albums may be purchased if two
or three requests are made for
the same album. Students may
also bring their own albums.
As Yates points out, a lot of
time, effort and research went
into the design of the room. It's
equipped
with
turntables,
cassette tape players and AMFM radios and headphones all of
which bear reliable and wellknown company names to satisfy
the real music buffs. This is
evidence in support of Yates'
claim that the music listening
room was designed for "multi
dimensional" use.
Yates has various ideas for
eventually putting to use and
branching out the many features
of the music listening room. One
of his first goals is to work in
accordance with the Health
Service Center by obtaining tape
recordings dealing with dental
hygiene, medical aid and other
areas of interest to the student.

Prayer Center Open - The UCCF building will be used specifically
as a prayer center on each Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. the
remainder of the term. In order to build unity on campus, everyone is
encouraged to drop by individually, in pairs or in groups to list per
sonal requests and to pray for each other.

Rose, Signing of Queen's Walk,
Homecoming activities are
Serenade of Court by Dorms, 7
now being jelled, according to
p.m.; Movie "Night of the
chairman Alice Crino. The theme
Living Dead"
spons.
by
for the week will be "When WillI
Barnum Hall, Food Service
See You Again?" Colors will be
the traditional red, gray and
Bldg.
silver.
October 30 -- Lunch with Rotary,
12 noon; Tug of War behind
All candidates for homecoming
Gentle Hall, 7 p.m.
princesses must be students of October 31 -- Noise Parade, 7 p.m.
OCE in good standing and are
subject to approval by the November 1 -- Registration, 8:309:30;
Judging
of
Dorm
homecoming committee.

Homecoming Schedule:
October 20, 21 -- Voting for offcampus Homecoming prin
cesses 8-5 in College Center.
October 27, 28 -- Voting for
Homecoming Queen in College
Center; 8-5 on 27th; 8-3 on 28th.
October 28 - Coronations of
Queen, 8 p.m., Pacific Room of
College Center; Reception
immediately following corona
tion, College Center.
October 29 -- Planting of Queen's

Classified Ads Free Lamron classified ads are a free service to all
OCE students and faculty. Non-students will be charged 10 cents a
line. Persons wishing to submit ads must type or plainly print them on
one sheet of paper. Deadline is noon Tuesday.
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The purpose of the listening
room is directed toward the
students, where increased in
terest is everyone's gain. Student
money is used to maintain the
room, and students are not using
their money's worth.
The room is open Monday
through Saturday from 1 p.m. to
10 p.m. and on Sunday 1 p.m. to5
p.m.

Decorations,
9:30-10:00;
General Meeting Welcome,
10:00-11:00;
Lunch, 11:00;
Game, 1:30. Half-time Spirit
Rally, Introduction of Court,
Introduction of Team mem
bers from '65, Announcement
of Dorm Decorations Winner
Reception for alumni, 4:30
approx., students, faculty and
staff immediately following
the game, College Center.
Dance from 9-12.

HAMMAN
STAGE LINES
Charter Service
Give a hoot!
Don't pollute.

INVEST
YOUR
DOLLARS
AT 5'/4 %
ON
REGULAR
SAVINGS

+ Public Address
System
-l-Rest Room Equipped
+ Air Conditioned
+ Picture Windows
-(-Air Ride

378-0525
Schedule
Service
Monmouth Depot

R 'n' L Super Drug

SAVINGS and LOAN
ASSOCIATION

All-OCK Retreat Planned -- An all-OCE retreat is being sponsored
by the Monmouth First Baptist Church and Campus Crusade for
Christ, Oct. 24 to 26 at Camp Tapawingo near Falls City. Everyone is
invited. For more details contact Chris Buck at 838-1561 or Jerry
Wilkinson at 838-4053. Registration should be in by Monday, Oct. 20.
Subscriptions Available - A subscription to the Lamron is available
for $3.50 a year. Call the Lamron at 838-1171 or ext. 347 for more in
formation.

Yates would also like the
listening room to be of service to
any department on campus
wishing to include tapes in their
program for educational pur
poses.
These ideas and many more
are possible if students will give
the attendants of the music
listening room some sort of
feedback.

Homecoming activities planned

BEAVER STATE
Homecoming Voting Next Week -- The voting schedule for the
homecoming court is: October 20-21 -- voting for off-campus
homecoming princesses, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the College Center.
October 27-28-voting for homecoming queen in the College Center, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m., Oct. 27, and 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Oct. 28.

In this way, employees of the
Health Center may refer students
to a particular tape recording in
the music listening room. The
student may then revert back to
the Health Center seeking answers to questions.

167 N. Knox,

Monmouth
Member FSLIC
838-4311
Deposits Insured
To $40,000

170 West Main St.
LEAVE
Monmouth to Salem
Daily
7:10a.m.
v :20 p"1
10:18a.m.
^Op."1
5:45 p"1
Sundays & Holidays
5:15 p.m. & 6:30 p."1'
LEAVE
Salem to Monmouth
Dai|y
6:30a.m.
2:40p^
9:45a.m.
5:15 p-"1
Sundays & Holidays
3:30 p.m. & 6:00 p."1'
854 Front St. NE
Salem, Ore.
Phone 378-0525

Lamron

RipVan Winkle'

Entertainment
MOVIES AND THEATRE
Carroll O'Connor and Ernest Borgnine
star in "Law and Disorder," which will be
shown at 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. Friday in the
College Center coffee shop. Borgnine plays a
hairdresser, but not of the Warren Beatty
variety, and O'Connor plays a taxi driver.
The movie also features Karen Black of
"Airport '75" fame. It is rated "R" Cost is
$1
"The Great Race," starring Tony Curtis,
jack Lemmon and Natalie Wood, will be
shown at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the College
Center coffee shop. The movie is a comedy
about an old auto race from New York to
Paris. It won an Academy Award for best
sound effects. Cost is 50 cents.
The fall term mainstage production, "Rip
Van Winkle," will open in the OCE Little
Theatre Nov. 5 and run through Nov. 8.
Ticket information is available at the
College Center office. The studio production
0f "The Golden Fleece," to be produced by
OCE Senior Ken Hermens, will be presented
Nov. 21 and 22. Studio productions are free of
charge. Curtain time for productions will be
at 8:15 p.m.
ART
Photography work showing a broad range
of technique and subject matter by over 30
Oregon photographers will be on display in
the College Center through Nov. 6. The
exhibition was selected from entries in the
Coos
Art
Museum's
first
annual
photographic show.

The art vyorks of the OCE faculty are
featured in "Recent Directions," an
exhibition now in the Campbell Hall Gallery
107. The show will run through October.
Hours are 9 a.m.to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
MUSIC
Buddy Rich will be featured in concert for
Dad's Day Oct. 25. The program will be at 8
p m. in the New Gym. Tickets are $3 for
students and $3.50 for adults. Ticket infor
mation and reservations may be otained
from the College Center office.
The Tower of Power will perform in
Portland tomorrow night at 8 p.m. at
paramount Northwest. Tickets are $5.50.
The Allman Brothers will be featured in
concert at the Memorial Coliseum Oct. 26.
Uriah Heap is scheduled to appear at
Paramount Oct. 29 and 30, and Rufus and
Cold Blood will perform Nov. 7.
TELEVISION
Thursday, Oct. 16
The fifth game of the World Series,
featuring the Cincinnati Reds and Boston
Red Sox, will be shown at 5 p.m. on Ch. 8.
"The War Lover," a drama starring Steve
McQueen, Robert Wagner and Shirley Anne
Field, is about a flight captain and his co
pilot during World War II who find them

selves attracted to the same girl. The movie
is on at 8 p.m. on Ch. 12.
The Spanish artist Goya will be the topic of
"The Romantic Rebellion" at 8 p.m. on Ch
10. Kenneth Clark narrates the program
John Neville will play the part of poet John
Milton in "Paradise Restored" at 8:30 p m
on Ch. 10. The play is about Milton's late life'
James Garner, Katherine Ross and Hal
HoIbrook star in "They Only Kill Their
Masters," a murder mystery. Garner plays
a police chief whoe only lead in solving a
murder is a killer dog who may be the prime
suspect. The movie is at 9 p.m. on Ch. 6.
Friday, Oct. 17
The state of North Dakota will be featured
on the "Today Show" special on the 50
states. The program starts at 7 p.m. on Ch. 8.
Van Johnson, Jack Lord and John Saxon
star in "The Doomsday Flight," a movie
about a frantic search for a bomb aboard an
airline. The movie is at 8 p.m. on Ch. 12.
Ryan O'Neal stars in "The Thief Who
Came to Dinner" at 9 p.m. on Ch. 2. He plays
a jewel thief who robs the rich to give to
himself.
Masterpiece Theatre's special series on
the women's suffrage movement in England
continues at 9 p.m. on Ch. 10. This week
features Anne Kennedy, the mill girl who
brought working class women into the battle
for women's voting rights.
Joan Rivers hosts "The Second Unofficial
Bachelor of the Year Awards" at 11:30 p.m
on Ch. 2.
Richard Thomas of John Boy fame and
Desi Arnez star in "Red Sky at Morning" at
11 p.m. on Ch. 12.
The very first "Midnight Special" will be
aired again due to popular demand. The
guest host is John Denver. Other guests
include Linda Ronstadt, the late Cass Elliott,
Helen Reddy, the Everly Brothers, Harry
Chapin and David Clayton Thomas. The
program is at 1 a.m. on Ch. 8.
Saturday, Oct. 18
"Reality Therapy in High School" will
be discussed on part five of "New Ap
proaches to High School Learning and
Discipline" at 7:30 p.m. on Ch. 12.
Don Kirschner's Rock Concert is on at
midnight on Ch. 12.
OTHER
"Temperate Forest Communities of
Taiwan" will be the topic of the Oct. 21
Natural Science Deminar. Guest speaker
will be Glenn Hawk from the OSU depart
ment of botany and plant pathology. The talk
is at noon in NS 103 and visitors are invited to
bring a sack lunch.
The Nikolais Dance Theatre will perform
at the Civic Auditorium in Portland at 8:15
p.m. Nov. 7 and 8. Reservations can be made
in advance at Meier and Frank in Salem.
Tickets are $7.50, $6.50 and $5.50.

Historical era recreated
By TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron Staff
The fall term mainstage
production, "Rip Van Winkle,"
will be the first true melodrama
done at OCE, according to
director Robert Page. "It's (the
play and the style) never been
done here that Iknow of," stated
Page. "We need to touch on every
era of the theatre as often as
possible."
"We're doing this play because
it recreates that period of
history," he added. "Also it's
great to go back nostalgically and
see what was happening back
then.
The play will be presented Nov.
5-8 in the OCE Little Theatre.
Later in the year the play will be
turned into an original musical
version with essentially the same
cast. It will then be a traveling
show.
The style in which the play will
be done is called "Delsarte".
Delsarte made up a chart of
gestures, each of which was
supposed to stand for a particular
emotion. This style was popular
as a major form of drama in the
last half of the nineteenth centrury. It carried through to the
era of the silent film.
The style has been spoofed in
cartoons and present day
"melodramas" such as "He lead
her to the Primrose Path but was
Nipped in the Bud" or "The
Perils of Pricilla." In these type
shows the villian has a mustache
and is drbssed in black, the
heroine is usually blond and all
the gestures are extremely
exaggerated. This is not the style
in which "Rip Van Winkle" will
be done.

"We are going to do the play as
though we are making a living by
acting," Page said. "We are not
going to be spoofing."
This production, as with all the
other mainstage productions,
was chosen to go along with the
bi-centennial theme. In the
opening scene the action is at a
tavern called the King George
Tavern and there is a sign with a
picture of King George. When Rip
returns after his famous 20-year
sleep, the tavern has become the
George Washington and has
Washington's picture on the sign.
The original play was a story
written by Washington Irving.
The version to be done at OCE
was written by Joseph Jefferson.
Page considers Jefferson to be
one of America's most prolific
and most famous men in the art
of melodrama.
The play will be done in
keeping as close to the style of
acting, set design and costumes
as possible.
"We want to have as true a
melodrama as possible," Page
said. "It is a tremendous training
for the actors."
The play will be done in the
traditional stage as it was 100
years ago. The scene style will be
the same as it was then. The
walls will be made of painted
flats. Any doors and windows will
be painted on the flats rather
than being three dimensional.
However, if a door or window
must be functional, it will, of
course, be three dimensional.
The costumes will be as close to
period as possible. The period is
just about exactly 200 years ago.
The play will also have oleo
acts betweeen the scenes as was
done in the nineteenth century.

asoce concerts present
'Quddy'Qicb

sat., October 25,1975
8=00 p.m.
new gym, oco
tickets are on sale in tbe
college center office. /
«nrices«

adult-S3.50 student-SSJIO

October 16, 1975

The acts are not a spoof either.
They will feature singing,
dancing and persons playing
musical instruments. All will be
done in costume. Anyone who is
interested in doing an oleo act
should talk to Page, who is
currently looking for acts. He
would especially like to find
someone to tap dance.
The cast for the show includes
Mike Weddle as Rip Van Winkle;
Kathy Burger as Gretchen; Chris
Van Louder as Derrick; Jeff
Borwnson as Nick; Randy Frost
as Cockles; Ann Huxford as
Meenie (age 10); Lily Huggett as
Meenie (age 30); Pat Page as
Hendrick (age 12) and Don
Baldwin as Hendrick (age 32).
The villagers are Pat Kennedy,
Katie Stockwell, Laurie Roberts,
Debbie
Robertson,
Greta
Berglund, Janice Truesdale,
Sandy Williams, Lisa Hamann
and Jo Ann Hoyt.
A group of children make up
Hendrick Hudson's Ghostly
Crew. The crew includes Brian
Casey, Lisa Adams, Dristin
Weiss, Jill Conkey, Brigitte
Dortmund and Kathlenn Casey.
Another up-coming play is
"The Golden Fleece" a studio
production to be directed by Ken
Hermens. The play will be done
on a thrust stage. This means
that the audience will be seated
on three sides of the acting area.
The show is scheduled for Nov.
21-22 in the OCE Little Theatre.
The cast of the show is Rick
Cavens as Bill and Marsha
Mollett as Betty. Voices will be
supplied by Daren Clifford, Jan
Matthews, Susie Niklas, Mark
McConnell and Mark Wood.

Steve Conlee

Music composed in head
by TERRI SCHMIDT
Lamron Staff

Did you know that an OCE
music student once arranged
three pages of music for 54 in
dividual instruments, all of it
done in his head first and then
transferred to paper? That
through his work in the folkgospel group "Spirit and Soul" he
got the job of Folk Music Director
at a Milwaukie church? And that
he recently had some original
music published by the first firm
he submitted it to?
The student is senior Steve
Conlee, a talented secondary
education music major from
Portland.
To reap such accomplishments
as Conlee has, one would expect
that he has been studying music
since childhood and had a
musical family. Not so with
Conlee. He admits that his
mother did take lessons when she
was a little girl. In high school,
Conlee did not get involved in
music until his senior year when
he started to play the trumpet.
"I had limited band experience
because of sports," Conlee
stated. However, he became so
interested in music his senior
year that he decided to major in
it. Previously he had planned to
go into medicine. "In high school
I was really interested in science
and physics," Conlee said.
During his time at OCE Conlee
has played in all the instrumental
groups on campus. He also had a
guitar recital accompanied by a
flutist and Dr. Ronald Wynn. Last
winter he was a musician for the
winter term play "Marat Sade".
Wants to teach

After his graduation this
spring, Conlee would like to find a
teaching job in the suburbs of
Portland. A major in in
strumental music, his emphasis
is in classical guitar and brass.
He named the trombone and

trumpet as
struments.

his

favorite

in-

"Free Spirit" formed

In the spring of his sophomore
year, Conlee and two friends
interested in music got together
and formed a folk-gospel group.
They called themselves 4 Tree
Spirit". They sang at OCE in
Waldo's Den.
Last fall, Conlee's junior year,
he got together again with the
other members of "Free Spirit.
The group expanded to seven
members and changed its name
to "Spirit and Soul". The group
was extremely successful and
popular. It played at the campus
several times and also played
around the Northwest.
A
performance
at
the
Milwaukie Lutheran Church in
Milwaukie by "Spirit and Soul"
impressed the pastor so much he
came down to listen to another
performance by the group. The
pastor talked to Conlee and of
fered him the job of folk music
director at the church. Conlee has
been working with the junior high
and high school age kids there
since last June.
The group is reforming this
year. Other members besides
Conlee include Denise Blything,
Mark Reed, Pat Coulter and
Karen Brenner. Currently they
are auditioning for a male singer.
Before "Spirit and Soul" had
even reformed, Conlee had been
contacted with requests for
engagements.
According
to
Conlee, one reason the group got
together again is that "people
were asking for us."They will be
playing in November at the
Calvary Baptist Church in Salem.
Conlee began to write original
songs for the group last year. By
the end of the year about 35 tunes
performed by "Spirit and Soul"
had been written by Conlee. "We
were tired of doing the same stuff
everyone else was doing," Conlee

explained. "We wanted to be
unique."
Conlee's job entails planning
music for the group. Much of the
music they use is the original
music written by Conlee for
"Spirit and Soul". He travels up
to Milwaukie every week, but this
job sent him on an even longer
trip last summer. He took the
group to California. Where they
gave singing -performances in
Los Angeles and San Francisco.
"I really enjoy the job," Conlee
said. "I hope to stay with them."
Conlee and "Spirit and Souls"
desire for original music started
Conlee writing music. Previously
he had only been arranging
various selections. Last year,
Conlee arranged three pages of
music for 54 individual in
struments, all of it done in his
head and then transferred to
paper. Later, when the OCE band
played the piece, it was under his
direction.

Two programs orient
students to speaking
by LISA HANSON
Lamron staff
For the purpose of developing
finer speakers and orientating
students in Education to being
before the public, OCE offers
speech programs, the speech
team and the Speaker's Bureau.
The speech team started its
season off early last Friday and
Saturday in its first tournament
of the year. It was held on the
Pacific University Campus at
Forest Grove. Fourteen different
schools from all over the Nor
thwest participated.
Mr. Marion Rossi, the speech
coach, took eight people with him
on this first tournament. Of the
eight, seven were beginners and
Mr. Rossi was very pleased with
the scoring outcome. OCE
competed in five of the six events,
editorial commentary, dual in
terpretation, persuasive speak
ing
and
imformative
or
expository impromptu. The team
took both first and second in
Junior Expository with Tim
Christianson and Curtis Kroft
winning respectively. They also
took second place in interpretive
reading.
Another tournament will be
held this week, Oct. 17 and 18, at
University of Puget Sound,
Tacoma, Wash. Mr. Rossi plans
to take 21 members of the team to
this tournament and has high
hopes for their success.
The other aspect of the speech
field, that of specialized lecture,
is also offered at OCE. Dr. Robert
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Martin has put together a
Speaker's Bureau on the campus
catering to all students wishing to
develop speaking talents in ac
tual lecture situations.
The Speaker's Bureau is open
to students of a variety of
backgrounds and majors. Each
participant, with the aid of Dr.
Martin, puts together a 20 to 30
minute program dealing with his
specialized interests. Dr. Martin
has 15 students now enrolled for
the one credit hour class in a
great variety of programs. He
has one student giving a slide and
lecture presentation of bicycling
through Europe, another on the
American way of death-customs
and rituals, and another, self
determination
for
the
Micronesian Isles. Dr. Martin is
also very interested in putting a
group of students together to
debate the National Collegiate
Theme "Land Use Programs," in
which Oregon has been a leader.
The Speaker's Bureau is ad
vertised
by pamphlet
and
newspapers to speak at high
schools, churches and service
clubs in a 40-mile radius of
Monmouth. Dr. Martin says the
bureau is getting more and more
requests for speakers and is
building a name for itself as
producing eloquent and in
teresting
lectures.
OCE's
Speakers Bureau is the "only
functioning one of its kind in
Oregon and the largest student
oriented one in the Northwest."

Music arrangement done in head

Conlee does most of his
Lamron photo by Daryl Bonitz
arranging in his head. He ex
Steve
Conlee,
who
has
written
music
for
54
instruments, takes
plained that an instrument is not
time to try some out on his guitar.
really necessary if you know how
the notes sound.
Enjoys cooking also
According to Conlee, Dr. line of melody. Everything is
Laurence Lyon was a big help in light and easy."
Although a great deal of his
"I regret that there isn't a
him starting in writing. "I'd done
time is spent practicing music is
a lot of arranging but I never program for composition majors not his whole life. He enjoys
here
at
OCE".
Conlee
said.
could tell if what I was hearing in
cooking and makes up his own
my head would sound the same "Writing really interests me, but recipes. His favorite recipe is a
when it was on paper and then I'm going into teaching. The steak casserole. It's made of
writing will be just a sideline."
played," Conlee said.
steak, rice, mushroom soup and
"Music listening is a fine art
A piano quintet for a piano and cheese. According to Conlee,
and very technical," he ex
"It's great".
plained. As with his arranging, four flutes is considered by
Right now he is also into string
Conlee
to
be
"the
best
thing
I've
Conlee does his composing in his
art. String art is making a design
ever
done."
It
will
be
performed
head. He admitted that if he is in
of colored string on a board by
a hurry he does use a piano, but Nov. 4 at OCE at a student
recital. A recital of his original looping it around nails which
"I don't like to."
work is planned for spring term. have been arranged in a design
Pieces pubtished

Apparently Conlee is able to
transfer the music in his head
onto paper with good results. He
recently had a collection of solo
flute pieces with piano or guitar
accompaniment published. The
pieces are being published by the
Shawnee Press Inc., a publishing
firm in Delaware-Gap, Pa. This
was the first place Conlee had
submitted the pieces. He heard
from Shawnee Press within
two weeks of submitting his
work.
Currently another set of flute
solos with French horn and piano
accompaniement
are
under
consideration by Shawnee Press.
A collection of his folk and folkgospel music is also making the
publishing house circuit.
Before he had submitted any
music to publishing houses he
was warned by his fellow
musicians that breaking into the
writing world of music would be
very difficult.
"Writing comes easy to me"

"Everyone told me not to get
discouraged. Just keep sending in
things," he said. "I expected a
long struggle, but writing comes
easy to me and I really enjoy it."
There is any interesting twist to
the compositions Conlee has
published. The flute is one of the
few instruments that Conlee
doesn't play.
You don't have to know how to
play every instrument that you
write for," he stated. "You write
for sounds. I know how the flute
sounds, although it was really
great when I heard my com
position played for the first
time."
As with most of his music, the
flute pieces are contemporary
Conlee says that his writing is
contemporary expressionism in
the style of Debussy. "My writing
tends to be short and sweet "
Conlee said. "I'm writing for the
harmony so there is just a light

News Synopsis
Compiled by PAT STIMAC
Assistant editor

Ford not hurt in accident
HARTFORD, Conn. - President Gerald Ford was not injured
when his chauffer driven limosine was broadsided by a woman
while on his way to the Hartford airport Tuesday. It was stated
that the minor accident, which left none injured, was probably
not an attempt on Ford's life.

Nobel Prize awarded
STOCKHOLM, Sweden - Leonid Kantorovitch of the Soviet
Union and Tjalling C. Koopmas of Yale University were
awarded the 1975 Nobel Prize in Economic Science for con
tributions to the theory of optimum allocation of resources.

Wallace meets with Wilson
LONDON - British Prime Minister Harold Wilson met
Alabama Governor George Wallace last Monday while the
governor was on a two-week tour of Europe to help silence the
criticism that "Wallace cannot go", meaning that he cannot
stand the rigors of a Presidential campaign.
The chances that I will become involved are more than I will
not, said Wallace about entering the 1976 presidential race. As

nomfnatiorT ^

h3S n<>t entered formally

for

the Democratic

Wallace and Wilson met for about 35 minutes and talked about
the importance of the U.S.-British relationship and of NATOW'th western
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Shakespearean play added

Buddy Rich
to entertain

i m a masochist, but Wlld brawl- Petruchio decides to
OCE and I accept the challenge and the
want to do something really big." dowry, and sets about to marry
eve "as a §reat deal of respect Kate and "tame the shrew".
answered
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This is an exclusive

Portland's Number One Band
*1.25 Admission
Saturday, Oct. 18 9-12 p.m.

Gridders win with 13 again,
resume Evco action Saturday

From the Stands

By STEVE GEIGER
Sports Editor

In support of Bill
By STEVE GEIGER
Sports Editor
Basketball season is just around the corner and weid like to
take this opportunity to do something that very few people,1
anv people at all, have done before. We'd like to devote a little
space^o the defense of Bill Walton of the Portland Trad Blazers.
^ everyone knows, Walton was the three-time Ali-Amencan
from UCLA who came to Oregon via the Nabona Jb?2reS
Association college draft and was at once loved dearly by every
American from Portland to Medford and from Newport to
LaGrande. The 6-foot It inch carrot was expected to ,tur"^
lowly Blazers, perrenial last placers, into a first-rate tearm
After all the talk that Bill might rather play ini sunny Southern
California with the ABA's San Diego team, Walton made all
Oregonians happy by choosing Portland instead. After all, who
likes to blaze trails more than Bill Walton? So Bill came o
But then he began to get injured. After a bout with the flu.lie
dislocated a finger and then had torn ligaments in his ankle
which masqueraded as a bone spur for about four months.
Earlier this week he hit Boston's John Havlicek m the elbow
with his eye and received out-patient treatment at a P°rtla"
Hospital. As if this wasn't enough, on his way home from the
hospital, he. Jack and Micki Scott and some guy from Estacada
*ot in a minor car accident and Walton was shipped back to the
.lospital and x-rayed for a possible fracture. Luckily, the x-rays
i:
turned out negative.
,
,
A lot of people were quick to blame the Blazers third place
finish in the NBA Pacific Division last season on Walton. He was
attacked by a lot of people; among those who stand out are
Sports Illustrated magazine and the sports editor of Salem s
Oregon Statesman, A1 Lightner.
u «.
Last winter Sports Illustrated printed a brilliant story about
how corrupt and foul Walton actually is. It told everyone about
how his Blazer teammates don't like him, how they call him
'Skunky', among other things, and how they all turned on him in
practice one day and pelted him with basketballs while Bill
swore back unmercifully.
Blazer Assistant Coach Tom Meshery later said that the
incident was a case in which Bill forgot to bring his ball to
practice one day, asked his teammates to share theirs with him
and his teammates began laughing and tossing their balls at him
all at once. Meshery also said the man who was laughing the
hardest during the little escapade was Walton and he added that
it was one of the most positive things that happened between Bill
and his teammates all during last season.
The person that really irks us is Lightner, who apparently
dislikes Walton because of his hair (Lightner once said in his
column that Walton's long hair and beard makes him look like
someone fresh out of the hills, or something to that effect) and
because of his political views (Portland sportcaster Doug
LaMear once said Walton should have a cast on his mouth
instead of his leg. Lightner emphatically agreed).
This leads us to why we support Walton.
So what if Bill Walton has a distaste for the people who run this
country? So what if he distrusts the CIA and FBI? How many
people these days do have a distaste for our country's head men
and how many of us trust our good old CIA and FBI? Not too
many people can still truthfully say they trust all three groups.
So it's hard to understand why so many people, such as
LaMear and Lightner, would get so uptight when Walton aired
his views. Maybe it's because he has long hair and a beard,
never eats meat, wears t-shirts and bluejeans instead of suits,
and is therefore weird. Those Walton critics out there surely
can't blame it all on "stupidness" (who would try to get out of a
$2.5 million contract for playing basketball in Oregon?). After
all, when Walton graduated from UCLA, he was offered a
Rhoades Scholarship, but turned it down to play basketball, and
dummies don't get offered Rhoades Scholarships.
Anyway, all we are concerned with as a Portland Trail Blazer
fan is seeing Portland win games for a change. With Walton,
who must want to play because he's worked hard all summer,
according to Blazer President Harry Glickman, and gained over
30 pounds, the Blazers can become a bona-fide NBA
powerhouse. And without him the Blazers are nothing. Any
sports fan knows that superstars like Bill Walton don't come
along every day.
So we support him.

Complete
Line of Offset
and Letter
Press
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The home-town Orediggers put
together a 54 yard drive in the
first period, which was capped by
a five yard run by Scott Weston.
The X-P kick made it 7-0, Mon
tana Tech.
OCE came back with a touch
down in the second quarter when
freshman Mark Ross packed the
ball three yards, making it 7-6.
The Wolves could have tied the
game up with the conversion
kick, but the snap couldn't be
handled and the score remained
7-6, with the Wolves trailing.
It was the defense that even
tually set up the game-winning
touchdown when it forced a Tech
fumble with just a few minutes
remaining in the ballgame.
Johnson recovered the fumble at
the Montana Tech 32, giving
OCE's offense a final shot at
winning the game.
And the offense did rise to the
occasion. OCE quarterback Tom
Horn wasted little time in getting
the ball into the endzone by
hitting Ray Nix with a pass at the
17 and Mark Smith in the endzone
for the touchdown. Steve Sears
added the conversion to give OCE
its lucky 13, enough to beat the
defenses' magic 7.
The OCE gridders took sole
possession of first place of the
Evergreen Conference because
Eastern Oregon fell to Southern
Oregon 20-15. The loss dropped

Lamron photo by Daryl Bonitz

IT'S SNOWING! - Or at least that's what It looks like to some
OCE running back, who Is somewhere beneath all of those
white ierseys. In the foreground is OCE's Ray Nix (48) and
watching the play from the other side of the white' mountain Is
OCE quarterback Tom Horn.

EOC to 2-1 in EvCo play, while
OCE stayed 2-0 with the nonconference game. SOC, mean
while, raised it's record to 1-0
with the win. Also in Evergreen
Conference action last weekend,
Central Washington won its first
game of the season by beating
Western Washington 20-14 and
Eastern Washington popped
Oregon Tech 22-12.
This weekend the Wolves will
be on the road for the fourth time
in five games when they travel to
Klamath Falls to challenge
Oregon Tech, which is currently
1-2 in league play. Elsewhere in
the EvCo this Saturday, Southern
Oregon is at Central Washington,
Eastern Washington is at
Western Washington and Carroll

is at Eastern Oregon in a nonleague contest.

OCE
0
6
0
7-13
0
0
Montana Tech
7
0
Montana Tech Scott Weston 5 run (Steve
Stillwagon kick).
_
OCE Mark Ross 3 run (kick failed) OCt •
Mark Smith 17 pass from Tom Horn (Ste
Sears kick).
EvCo STANDINGS
W

OCE
SOC
EOC
EWSC
CWSC
OIT

pet.
1.000

2

1.000

.66?
.500
.333
.333

.000

wwsc

Montana Techj

OCE

First Downs
Rushes Yds.
Passes
Pass Yards
Punts Avg.
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties

14
42 200
13-4-0
59
6 33

46-62
19-7-1

lU
7-3*
4J

86

7-75

7-55

*33,500,000
ITnelaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

CENTRAL PRINTING
Monmouth

being the two magic numbers for
OCE this season.
Montana Tech's (Montana
College of Mineral Science and
Technology) seven points were
the first points put on the board
by either team that day and it
almost stood up throughout the
entire game.

11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

Customized Printing fbr Cards, Gifts,
etc.
Rubber s t a m p s made to your
specifications

295 E. Main

OCE's claim of 13 being its
lucky number held up again last
weekend when the gridders
traveled to Butte, Mont., and won
their fourth straight game of the
year, coming from behind to stop
Montana Tech 13-7, But even
though 13 has been the Wolves
luckv number in three of their
first four games, it's the numbers
six and seven that have brought
about the 4-0 reqord.
In the first game of the year,
OCE stopped Linfield 13-6, then a
week later they beat Central
Washington 13-7. Two weekends
ago, it was Eastern Washington
that they beat, this time 24-6 and
last Saturdays 13-7 win supports
the possibility of six and seven

838-0661

THE
HAGGLE HOUSE

• I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:

(Experienced Merchandise)
Furniture-CookingUtensils '
Open 6 days a week
10:00-5:30
till 7:00 on Friday
184 S. Main St.
Independence, Oregon
Phone 838-3366

I
I

Name.

I

Address.

I

City_

|

State.

-Zif

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

J
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Demissee: Soccer is more than just a sport
by
by STEVE
STEVE GEIGER
GEIGER
Sports Editor

p0r

Abraham
Demissie,
student player-coach of the OCE
soccer team, soccer is more than
just a game. For him it has, in a

life At lpact
sense, been a way of life.
least
it s made him what he is today'
he says: a person who wants to do
nothing more in life than teach
people.
Demissie has been playing
soccer since he was about six

Field hockey team
edges PSU in opener
The OCE field hockey team
finally got into action last week

when it travelled to Portland and
dumped the Portland State
Vikings 4-3.
Coach Jackie Rice was pleased
with the performance of the team
following the game. She said
there are 10 new players on the
team and she is working with a
new offense this year, so the
game was somewhat of an ex
perimental one. She also said the
game gave her a chance to see all
the players and the different
combinations of players in the
new offense.
The Wolves drew first blood
when right forward Trish Rohner
drove the ball into the goal with
12 minutes gone in the first
period. Barely two minutes later
OCE center forward Deb Griffin
took a pass from Rohner and
lifted the ball into the left corner
of the goal, making it 2-0, Wolves.
Portland State tightened the
score with a goal three minutes
into the second period, but Griffin
again put OCE two up by stroking
in a penalty shot two minutes
later, maing it 3-1 at the half.
The game was again tightened
by PSU in the third quarter, when
the Viks scored their second goal
of the afternoon making it 3-2,
OCE, after three.
The game-winning goal was
scored after six minutes of play
had elapsed in the final period,
when center forward Margo Case
followed up her own shot on goal
with a drive pa^t the goalie on the
rebound.

The goal lifted OCE to a 4-2 lead
and another goal by PSU toward
the end of the game wasn't
enough to overtake the Wolves.
Coach Rice said she substituted
very freely, using about 22
players in all, and said that the
final score wasn't a true in
dication of the differences bet
ween the teams. With only six
days practice behind them and
playing their first game of the
year, Rice, considered the game
"not too bad, considering the
factors."
"While our open field play was
not too bad, we definitely
demonstrated a need for more
work on our offensive and
defensive
circle
play
and
specialty work, such as push-in's,
free hits and corners. Hopefully,
we will strengthen these areas as
we have more time to practice."
Coach Rice also said that the
progress of the forwards on the
team is a little ahead of the backs
at this point, and she feels they
need to "coordinate efforts and
strengthen defensive all-around
play."
The women's second game of
the season was scheduled for last
Tuesday afternoon at Lane
Community College. This af
ternoon, they will tangle with the
University of Oregon on the home
front at 4 p.m.
Coach Rice is being assisted
this year in her coaching duties
by Lauri Hunner, an ex-OCE field
hockey player who was with
Coach Rice for four years.

Lamron photo by Daryl Bonitz

GOOD SLAP - A member of the OCE field hockey team takes a
swipe at the ball, as the team finally saw It's first action last
week. The women beat Portland State 4-3.

years old.
He comes from
Addisababa, Ethiopia, where a
soccer ball is as natural as a
baseball and bat are here. He
readily admits that it's soccer
that has made him want to spend
his life teaching.
Demissie decided to become a
coach early in his life. When he
Was
^tended a soccer
coaching seminar in Ethiopia.
He was the youngest person at
the seminar and he credits a lot of
his experience in soccer to the
seminar.
"Soccer has taught me to be
with people," he says. "Some
people get together in business,
for example, while I do it with
soccer. My physical nature is to
be a teacher. From all I've seen
and done in life, teaching and
coaching has developed in me."
A big part of the things he's
seen and done in life is the story
of how he came to OCE. He first
came to the United States a few
years ago on a soccer scholarship
to Whiteman School in Steam
boat, Colo., where he made the
Colorado state all-star team.
While visiting Mexico a while
later, he met the soccer coach
from the University of San
Francisco,
who
promised
Demissie one thing, but in San
Francisco offered him com
pletely different things.
Demissie decided to forget
about USF. He was also offered a
soccer
scholarship
from
Cleveland State University, but
had to decline because of com
munication problems with the
school. So he was stuck in San
Francisco and had to work a little
and hustle a little to stay alive.
He eventually made it to
Oregon when the family of a
friend living in Corvallis invited
him to spend the 1972 Christmas
holiday with them. His friend,
who Demissie met at Whiteman
School, was attending classes at
OCE at the time.
"They didn't like what San
Francisco had done to me,"
Demissie said of his friends'
parents. "San Francisco had
changed me a lot and they didn't
want me to go back, but to stay
here instead." So that's how he
happened to end up in Monmouth.
"I just liked the way OCE
was," Demissie, who is con
centrating mainly in social
science and education, said. "Big
city life here is so sophisticated
and I just wanted my peace of
life, so during the winter and
spring (of '73) I decided to stay
here. The family convinced me to
stay."
The things he saw and did while
on his Ethiopia to Colorado to
Mexico to San Francisco and
finally to Monmouth trek have
helped him decide to become a
teacher or coach. He has decided
that the most important thing in .
life is helping people.
"I look at life, and human
beings have a lack of com
munication. The only way to
solve this lack of communication
is by being around each other and
learning from each others need
and understanding those needs.
I'd like to be a humanitarian and
just devote myself to life."
"I'd like to stay in the United
States for awhile and finish my
education," he said. "Eventually
I'll go back to Ethiopia and work
as a teacher, either as a school

teacher or a coach. I don't care
what I teach, (elementary, high
school, college or soccer), as long
as it's teaching."
Demissie has already done a
bit of teaching in his life, from

little kids seven years old to
people 77 years old, h£ says.
"After all, a human being is a
human being," he said with a
smile, and to Abraham Demissie,
that's what life is all about.

Lamron photo by Daryl Bonitz

FUTURE TEACHER -- Abraham Demissie, student player-coach of
the
OCE
soccer team, says his goal In life Is to help people. A
native of Ethiopia, Demissie wants to become a teacher,
whether It be school or soccer, when he graduates. Demissie Is
currently attending OCE, concentrating mainly on social
science and education.

This week in sports
Thursday, Oct. 16 — Field Hockey vs. University
of Oregon, here at 4 p.m.
Thursday Oct. 16 -- Volleyball vs. University of
Oregon, here at 5:30 p.m.
Fri.-Sat., Oct. 17-18--Volleyball vs. University of
Washington, in Seattle.
Saturday, Oct. 18 -- Men's Cross Country in Lew
is and Clark Invitationa, at Pier Park in Por
tland at 11 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 18 -- Women's Cross Country at
Tokatee Golf Course in Eugene.
Saturday, Oct. 18 -- Football vs. Oregon Tech., in
Klamath Falls at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 18 - Soccer vs. Pacific Univer
sity, in Forest Grove at 2 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 20 -- Field Hockey vs. Willamette
University, in Salem at 4 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 22 - Volleyball vs. Oregon
State, in Corvallis at 6:30 p.m.

LARRY'S AUTO PARTS

BLITZ

"Quality parts at fair prices"

Come by and check out our i
GABRIEL 4for the price of

3 shock sale, or just say "hi"!

838-3109
140 W. Main St.
October 16, 1975

235 S.VCWV
Monmouth

ilf\<iap«r\<Unc.«., Or«.
W3-41Ko
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Soccer team dumps
Reed College 5-2
By

CALFAGAN

for the Lamron

The OCE soccer team began its
season on a winning note here
Saturday when it defeated an
experienced Reed College team
5-2, despite playing with only two
weeks practice.
With the game barely 15
minutes old, OCE's Solomon
Tekle had scored two goals to
give the Wolves an early lead.
Before the end of the half, OCE s
Tom Lonergan outraced the Reed
defense to score another goal,
making it 3-0 Wolves, and Reed
added a goal to make it 3-1 at the
half.
Reed scored a quick goal on a
penalty shot at the start of the
v»oif oirk«inty the OCE lead

W o m e n in E u g e n e S a t u r d a y

The team scores were U of 0
OCE with a 20:52; Dawn Lacey
Led by Cindy Rogers, the OCE grabbed seventh at 21:01; and jV's 47; COCC 87. Mt. Hood, Blue
women's cross country team Joan McClary claimed 11th place Mt. and OCE all had imcomplete
teams.
traveled to Blue Lake Oct. 11th with a 22:07.
and finished strongly in a fiveLeader of the pack Deb
If all goes well, the team will be
to 3-2, but a strong OCE defense, team field.
.
, Brundige, was unable to compete five-strong once again as it
The
morning
was
brisk
ana
led by coach Abraham Demissie,
in Saturday's meet. Without
held back numerous Reed overcast as OCE covered the Brundige to complete the team, journeys south this Satuday to
three mile course, placing two OCE was excluded from the final compete at Tokatee Golf Course
challenges.
in Eugene.
After another OCE goal, the runners in the top five, out of a team scoring.
OCE fans began to warm up to field of 20.
Rogers finished second to ....
the occasion and began yelllIJg
their support for the team. With winner Barb Hansen of Mt. Hood g
this, Solomon, Tekle and Shimelis in a time of 19.25.
g
Mary Russell placed fifth tor g
Gessesse scored on a breakaway
to give OCE a commanding 5-2
lead.
,«
For the rest of the game the
OCE team relied on co-captain
F o r S a l e 180 c m Olin " A u t h i e r " skiis,#
Woody Admassu to control the
L o s t : If a n y o n e h a s found a blue l a d i e s
poles, "Geze" bindings, size 10#
billfold, you c a n k e e p t h e m o n e y in it,
ball and protect the lead.
Nordica boots. Giving u p skiing. UsedX
but p l e a s e r e t u r n t h e r e s t a t t h e
3 t i m e s . New $225, sell for $100. Call#
With the victory OCE is now 1-0
College Center Office.
R a n d y a f t e r 6 p . m . a t 399 7984.
v»
on the season and Reed is 3-3.
The newest addition to OCE's J F o r S a l e : 1969 SS C a m e r o ; 350 4 s p . pos.
F o r S a l e '72 VW b u s . 7,000 on rebuilt X;
Next week the team travels to sports facilities, the new baseball
t r a c k . M u s t s e ll. 838 3626 a f t e r 6 p . m .
e n g i n e a n d t r a n s m i s s i o n . ExtrasX.;
Forest Grove to play Pacific field behind the NPE building, :j
i n c l u d e : s e m p e r i t r a d i a l s , AM FMX;
• L o s t : Black lynx m a l e c a t . 2 " tail, light
University with game time set at has been completed but probably
r a d i o (4 m o u n t e d s p e a k e r s ) . ManyX;
|
blue r h i n e s t o n e collar with Reid
o
ther accessories make this a super#
•
Veterinary rabies tag.
Name:
10:30 a.m.
won't be ready for use for another
m a c h i n e . Selling for d o wn p a y m e n t #
;
C i m m e r i a n . Would a p p r e c i a t e a n y
o
n a h o u s e . Asking $3800. Call Kip or X
year, according to John Sparks,
•
i n f o r m a t i o n , call 838 2968.
Jill a t 399 7984 a f t e r 5 p . m .
OCE business manager.
Personal
C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s W a y n e and X
The college bought $5,734 worth
W a n t e d An e x p e r t t y p i s t t o t y p e a n 80
Sharon
W e ' r e w i s h i n g you t h e #
p a g e r e s e a r c h p a p e r . Call 838-0136.
of soil during the summer to level :
b e s t e s t ! N a n c y a n d Kenn.
out the field so the outfield
P e r s o n a l R. B. F i r s t m u s i c , t h e n a r t .
Personal
R o b e r t A n t h o n y : I never go X;
W h a t ' s n e x t ? T . S.
wouldn't be lower than the in
b a c k o n m y w o r d . F r o m your favorite #
field, which has been a problem
Italian.
X
Personal
Congratulations, Kurt
B e v a q u a , you m u s t h a v e h a d r e a l
of the old baseball field for years.
F o r S a l e : 12 s t r i n g D.M.C. g u i t a r . $75.00 X;
'
b
u
b
b
l
e
a
b
l
e
'
g
u
m
.
The college also spent about
a n d s k i i s , b u c k l e b o o t s , s t e p in X;
$4,000 hauling dirt from adjacent
b i n d i n g s , a n d poles, like new $125.00 X;
; Wanted - I desperately need a ride to
:
M
o
n
m
o
u
t
h
f
r
o
m
Corvallis.
Will
p
a
y
.
o r b e s t o f f e r . 838 4517
land owned by the college, along
:
Call 753-0574 e v e n i n g s .
with dirt from the new fine arts
N e e d e d : B o o k s t o r e will b u y copies of #
building site to help keep the | P e r s o n a l Mel S t o t t l e m y r e . C o m e visit
T h e o r i e s of P e r s o n a l i t y by Langer. X;
•
u s s o I c a n t a l k t o you. Spo E d d y .
P l e a s e c o n t a c t Bookstore.
costs of the field down.
> Wanted O n e o r t w o f e m a l e r o o m m a t e s
The total of approximately
F o r s a l e : F o u r 7.50 x 16 t i r e s a n d rims. X
>
t o s h a r e a two b e d r o o m a p a r t m e n t
$10,000 was taken out of OCE's
Will fit 2 C h e v y ( 6 h o l e ) . Mud and #
c l o s e t o c a m p u s . I p r e f e r a non
s n o w t r e a d in e x c e l l e n t condition. 75 X
general fund, according to
s m o k e r . I a m a s e n i o r in s e c o n d a r y
p e r c e n t t r e a d . Asking $80. Contact
a r t . Contact D i a n a B e h r , T h e Kork,
Sparks.
Jeff a t t h e LARC C e n t e r or a t 159 X
513 N. M o n m o u t h No. 2, o r S P O No.
M o n m o u t h Ave. ( u p s t a i r s around the £
The field probably won't be •! 11.1 a m h o m e e v e n i n g s a f t e r e i g h t o r
back.)
H
ready for use this coming spring >*. Tuesday and Thursday afternoons.
because the soil that has been
brought in has to have a chance to
settle with the winter rains. When
the rain lets up next spring, then
new grass will be planted.
According to Sparks, there
should be enough dirt on the field
New and Used Motorcycles
now so that it won't settle down
too much. He said the main
reasons for the new field being
built are because of the drainage
problems of the old field and
SUZUKI
because on the old field the
outfield is some seven feet below
the infield and it would be much
Salem
2195 Fairgrounds Rd. N.E.
more expensive to raise that
outfield than it would be to build
an entirely new field.

Baseball field |
completed

v

SUZUKI

- Norton-Triumph

^ SUZUKI SPORTS CENTER
Ph. 581-1217

HURRYING HARRIER - Dave Castle, of the OCE men s cross
country team, Is shown during practice on the OCE track,
preparing himself for future meets.

RESEARCH PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.90025
Name .
Address .
City

_ Zip.

State.

IN INDEPENDENCE

yifcWEESHOp
"We Bab* Your Bug"

"Our Work & Prices
Are Second to None"
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
MAJOR MOTOR OVERHAUL
PAINT AND BODY WORK
TUNE UPS

838-9979
300 N Mtin. Indp
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Ask For

SKYLINE FORD
Special Prices
n Cars And Trucks
For OCE Students

